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1. Introduction
The Supernova Science Center (SNSC) was founded in 2001 to carry out theoertical
and computational research leading to a better understanding of supernovae and related
transients. The SNSC, a four-institutional collaboration, included scientists from LANL,
LLNL, the University of Arizona (UA), and the University of California at Santa Cruz
(UCSC). Intitially, the SNSC was funded for three years of operation, but in 2004 an
opportunity was provided to submit a renewal proposal for two years. That proposal was
funded and subsequently, at UCSC, a one year no-cost extension was granted. The total
opeartional time of the SNSC was thus July 15, 2001 - July 15, 2007. This document
summarizes the research and findings of the SNSC and provides a cummulative publication
list.
Also attached, as scidac04.pdf, is the renewal proposal that was submitted in February,
2004. This describes, in considerable detail, progress at all four member institutions of
the SNSC from July 15, 2001 up until the time of the proposal, and lists 96 publications
attributable to the grant during its first 30 months. This present document thus focuses
of accomplishments from February, 2004 through July, 2007, and provides a cummulative
publication list. Many of the same people and science topics supported by the SNSC were
also funded in a new SciDAC 2 grant that commenced September 15, 2006 (“Computational
Astrophysics Consortium 3: Supernovae and Gamma-Ray Bursts”; DE-FC02-06ER41438)
and there was some overlap between the two grants in 2007. Many of our scientific
accomplishments under SciDAC 1 formed the basis for this second proposal, but the
SciDAC 2 grant is larger in scientific scope, includes more people and has greater funding.
Some of our accomplishments under SciDAC 1 were also discussed in that proposal - but a
copy is not attached.
2. Research Highlights
Some of the major accomplishments of the SNSC during its six years of operation were:
• Core-Collapse Supernovae - Early in the grant, SNSC scientists at LANL carried out
the first 3D, full star simulation of core collapse and explosion. Later, at both UA and
LANL, they also carried out simulations in 2D with multi-group neutrino transport of
the collapse, bounce, and early post-bounce evolution. A new supernova mechanism
was discovered powered by neutron star vibrations. Gravitational radiation signatures
were also computed. Late in the grant, the first 2D models with neutrinos, rotation
and magnetohydrodynamics were calculated at Arizona (LANL and Arizona).
• Gamma-Ray Bursts - SNSC scientists at UCSC developed and applied a 3D adaptive
mesh relativistic hydro-code to the production of gamma-ray bursts in massive stars.
This was a breakthrough in our understanding of GRBs, showing, for example, that
bursts had to originate from compact stars and not giants. The calculation was
featured in many magazines and press conferences including the ¡arch, 2007 issue of
National Geographic. The eruption of the jet from the surface produced a cocoon of
mildly relativistic ejecta that should give rise to observable hard x-ray transients off
axis. These may have been observed (UCSC).
• Flames and Explosions in Type Ia Supernovae - Working with scientists at the
SciDAC-supported Code Center at LBNL, we carried out simulations of nuclear
burning in Type Ia supernovae on all scales, ranging from well-resolved simulations
of the flame (less than 1 cm), to full-star models for the supernova (109 cm). We
examined the physics of the transition to “distributed burning” as turbulence tears
the flame, setting the stage for a possible transition to detonation at low density. Our
three-dimensional simulations proved, for the first time, that the turbulence generated
by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in a Ta supernova was indeed Kolmogorov-like
and became isotropic after approximately one decade in turnover length scale. Other
calculations of presupernova evolution showed that ignition would happen in the
context of a dipole-like circulation and, consequently, ignition would be one-sided
and off-center. We explored the consequences of such ignition in full star 2D and 3D
calculations in collaboration with the Munich group (UCSC, LBNL, and the MPA).
• Radiation transport in Supernovae - Late in the grant, we explored the physical
reason why a width-luminosity relation exists in Type Ia supernovae, discovering that
it is largely due to a readjustment of the color at which the supernova radiates. This
in turn reflects the transition in the dominant ionization of iron-group speces from
doubly ionized to singly-ionized. We also carried out studies of the Type Ia supernova
light curve for a variety of explosion models to better understand the influence of
parameters other than the 56Ni abyndance. (UCSC and Johns Hopkins)
• Nucleosynthesis - The synthesis of the elements was explored for a large variety of
explosions ranging from a putative first generation of very massive stars, to modern
Type II supernovae with solar metallicity. Nucleosyntheisis in neutrino winds and
gamma-ray burst accretion disks was also explored. We were able to produce the
solar abundance set using a relatively straightforward grid of parameterized explosion
models and we co-discovered a new nucleosynthesis process, the neutrino boosted
rp-process in the neutrino wind. State-of-the-art nuclear reaction data bases were
necessary for these studies and were prepared by the LLNL team working with nuclear
scientists from all over the world. (LANL, LLNL, UCSC, Arizona)
• Code Development - We worked with the SciDAC Institute at LBNL, especially with
John Bell and Ann Almgren, to develop a new set of tools for studying supernova
physics at low Mach number (especially stellar convection, Type Ia supernova ignition,
and low Mach Number flame physics). Two codes, SNe and a preliminary version of
MAESTRO, were fielded. Later under SCiDAC 2, MAESTRO was completed and
in 2007 is being applied to problems in the field. At UCSC, Gary Glatzmaier’s 3D
anelastic hydrodynamics code was rewritten and applied to Type Ia supernova ignition
and other problems in stellar convection. At the University of Arizona, the spherically
symmetric code SESAME was developed to solve the full Boltzmann equation using
the Feautrier and tangent-ray techniques and an accelerated Λ iteration. This
code is multi-group, mutli-angle, and multi-species. A 2D code, VULCAN, was
developed at Arizona that incorporated multi-group neutrino transport, rotation, and
magnetohydrodynamics. This was applied in 2007 to do the first 2D calculations
of a rotating, MHD supernova model. Zingale (UCSC) sped up the gravity solver
in FLASH by two orders of magnitude and implemented spherical coordinates and
logarithmic mesh in this adaptive mesh code. A 3D smoothed particle hydrodynamics
code, SNSPH, was written at LANL and adapted to the core-collapse supernova
problem. The LANL internal unclassified version of RAGE was also adapted to
supernova studies (Arizona, UCSC, LBNL, LANL).
• 3D Monte Carlo – At LANL, studies of radiation transport were carried out for
symmetric and asymmetric supernovae using an implicit 3D Monte Carlo code.
They found significant differences in the velocity distribution of radioactive nickel
between the symmetric and asymmetric explosion models. The effects of this spatial
distribution change are reflected in the overall high energy spectrum, as well as in the
individual gamma-ray line profiles. The asymmetric models are much brighter at all
angles, in agreement with observations (LANL).
• X-Ray Bursts - SNSC scientists carried out the world’s best simulations of Type I
x-ray bursts on neutron stars. The nuclear physics of these explosions is a primary
science goal of RIA. (LANL, UCSC, LLNL)
Additional research topics and progress can be discerned by reading the titles of the
over 100 refereed publications given in the bibliography.
3. Research by Institution
3.1. Research at UCSC
At UCSC, research focused upon: a) the presupernova evolution of massive stars; b)
studies of nucleosynthesis in massive stars and supernovae; c) thermonuclear (Type Ia and
pair-instability) supernovae; d) gamma-ray bursts; and e) x-ray bursts. UCSC did not work
on core collapse per se, but on essentially all other aspects of supernova science.
In collaboration with Alex Heger, the first part of a survey of nucleosynthesis in
massive stars was completed including a large range of masses and two metallicities (solar
and zero). Nucleosynthesis was calculated for approximately 1300 model supernovae using
the best available nuclear physics and reaction networks of up to 2000 nuclides. The stars
were evolved to the presupernova state with about 1000 zones each and then exploded using
pistons. Mixing and fall were included in a parametric way and the nucleosynthesis of all
isotopes from helium through lead determined (except for the r-process whose site remains
poorly understood).
To the extent possible in a 1D code, Heger and Woosley also studied the transport
and effects of angular momentum and magnetic fields in massive stellar evolution. The
principal goal was an accurate description of the rotation rate as a function of radius in
the presupernova star when all known mechanisms for angular momentum transport are
considered, including the effects of magnetic torques. Estimated magnetic field strengths
come from assuming axial field winding by differential rotation and radial field generation
by the interchange instability according to an approximation given by Henk Spruit in 2001.
Without magnetic torques, we obtained presupernova stars whose iron cores would collapse
to neutron stars rotating at break up. This would make rotation an essential ingredient in
any realistic study of the explosion mechanism. With torques the periods of neutron stars
vary with the progenitor star’s mass, but were of the order of 7 ms. In these models rotation
might (barely) be negligible in the explosion. Obviously these results are uncertain, but
their potential importance made the calculations well worth attempting.
A major result was our work on the presupernova evolution of white dwarfs leading up
to their ignition and explosion, especially the last two minutes of the life of a carbon-oxygen
white dwarf just before it explodes. Convection goes on in the cores of these stars for several
hundred years following carbon ignition until the burning rate finally becomes so violent
that localized flame sheets are formed. The ensuing deflagration explodes the star in about
a second. It is known that the outcome of the explosion, including the supernova energy and
light curve, is sensitive to where and how often the flame is ignited. Three approaches were
employed - an analytic model based upon mixing-length theory, a 3D anelastic numerical
simulation using Glatzmaier’s code, and a 1D simulation using the ”One-Dimensional
Turbulence” algorithm developed by SNSC collaborators Scott Wunsch and Alan Kerstein
at Sandia Laboratory, Livermore. We found that the supernova was ignited off-center and
on one side. However, just where and how often is inherently unpredictable (chaotic). This
means that there will always be some degree of unpredictable variation in the properties
of Type Ia supernova, a fact that ultimately limits how far they can be used as standard
candles.
A very productive collaboration was established with scientists in the LBNL ISIC in
integrated software resulting in the application to supernovae of the low-Mach number
code developed at LBNL to study ordinary terrestrial combustion. Supernova physics was
implemented in the LBNL code and the resultant code used to study the Landau-Darrieus
and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in Type Ia supernovae, especially in the region where the
flame becomes thick and a transition to detonation, possible. Our results showed clearly
the transition from the flamelet regime to turbulent burning. Properties of the turbulence
were established showing that it had a Kolmogorov power spectrum and quickly became
isotropic in the vicinity of the flame front. This productive collaboration continues well into
the SciDAC 2 era.
Towards the end of this grant and on into the beginning of SciDAC 2, Woosley and
postdoc Fritz Ro¨pke carried out 3D full-star modeling of Type Ia supernovae using the
Munich group’s code. First the effect of igniting the supernova in multiple locations
off-center was explored. Not surprisingly, enough points ignited far enough off center gave
vigorous explosions. In late 2006 and early 2007 though, we began to explore the possibly
more realistic case of single point ignition off center. About the same time the Chicago
FLASH Center published calculations claiming a robust explosion resulting from these
initial conditions - the so called “Gravitationally-Confined Detonation Model” (GCD).
Matter breaking out of the white dwarf formed waves that traveled around the white dwarf
colliding on the other side and initiating a detonation. We found a similar occurrence in
2D but not in 3D. The difference was traced to the treatment of the flame speed in the
ascending part of the initial burning. With less burning, Chicago expanded the white dwarf
less and got a more violent collision on the far side. We got more expansion because of a
(we feel) superior treatment of the subgrid physics. The controversy and calculations are
still continuing in late 2007.
On another subject, Zhang and Woosley simulated, in 3D, the propagation of
relativistic jets through massive stars. Their results were highlighted on the cover of
the overall SciDAC 1 five year progress report (by Jon Bashor), and in numerous other
publications, popular and otherwise. These jets are created deep inside the star when a
black hole formed following iron core collapse accretes the rest of the inner star through a
disk. The jet both explodes the star as a “hypernova” and by internal collisions outside
the star makes a gamma-ray burst. The burst is only seen by observers coalligned with the
jet. During the last six months we have been especially examining the break out of this jet
through the stellar surface. It turns out that the mildly relativistic but highly pressurized
“cocoon” of gas surrounding the jet experiences its own explosion as the jet breaks out.
This sends relativistic material to all angles and suggests that even observers that do not
see a gamma-ray burst will still see a high energy display, possibly a hard x-ray flash. Such
phenomena have been observed and have thus far eluded explanation. These calculations
were 2D. During the last two months we have made the transition to 3D. The general
characteristics of the 2D results are preserved. There is still a focused jet at break out and
a cocoon explosion. But the jets are much less symmetric. Small (1%) perturbations in
energy input from one side to the other grow in a non-linear way and give quite asymmetric
jets at break out.
SNSC scientists at UCSC and scientists from JINA also carried out the world’s
foremost simulations to date of Type I x-ray bursts. Although not supernovae, XRBs are
astrophysical thermonuclear explosions that develop on the surfaces of accreting neutron
stars. They can be treated with the same codes and techniques developed to study
supernovae and there exists a wealth of astronomical data to which one may compare the
results. The challenge here was coupling large nuclear reaction networks to stellar models
in tight hydrostatic equilibrium but where a convective runaway is happening. The energy
generation depends on flows among hundreds of nuclei near the proton-drip line and simple
approximations are inadequate. An additional complication is that the heat and ashes
from one burst affects the critical mass for and properties of the next burst. We computed
bursts for two compositions and two different accretion rates for a total of between 6 and 14
repeated flashes in each case. We found that the first burst is more violent than subsequent
bursts because it occurs on a relatively cold inert substrate. Only these most violent first
bursts produce elements as heavy as tin. Others go barely beyond the iron group. After
the first burst, the bursts became self-similar. The critical mass was less in low metallicity
cases than expected because the ashes of the previous burst play a role in ignition.
3.2. The University of Arizona
The University of Arizona was one of the two SNSC sites specializing in core-collapse
physics and neutrino-powered supernovae. The focus at UA was on creating, optimizing,
and running grid-based codes to simulate the collapse and explosion of core-collapse
supernova in 1D, 2D, and 3D. The one-dimensional code, SESAME, was written for
the problem. SESAME simulates the hydrodynamical evolution and neutrino radiation
fields during stellar core collapse and achieves high angular and energy resolution. The
full Boltzmann neutrino transport equations were solved via a variable Eddington factor
technique and the tangent–ray method. The hydrodynamics was Lagrangian and explicit,
but the transport was fully implicit. Multi–energy–group, multi–angle, and multi–species
neutrino transport was included. The various flavors of neutrino were handled separately
and coupling to matter was facilitated with accelerated Λ iteration (ALI). This code was be
our spherically-symmetric benchmark for explorations using other codes in 2D, and in the
future, 3D. Despite the codes prowess, no realistic 1D model was ever found that exploded
robustly. Whatever core-collapse supernovae are, they must involve multi-dimensional
effects - convection, asymmetric accretion, rotation, and/or magnetic fields.
The UA team also programmed a 2D variant, called VULCAN/2D, a multi-group,
multi-angle (SN), moving-grid, Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) scheme that
incorporated rotation and magnetic fields (in “2.5-D”). Since this code required the
solution of partial differential equations in 1 (time) + 2 (space) + 1 (energy) + 1 (angle)
= 5 dimensions, highly parallel and optimized algorithms were required to achieve useful
turnaround times and resolution. For VULCAN/2D, they achieved this by parallelizing
in energy groups and using efficient sparse matrix solvers for the angular sector and have
achieved near linear speed-ups. They have ported VULCAN to the ORNL and NERSC
machines and are now doing test runs. Computer scientists at UA/ACIMS also created
a Parallel Programming and Debugging Facility (ADViCE, PAMS) and a Runtime and
Execution infrastructure (CORBA, DEVS-DOC) that allowed us a better understanding of
and facilitated debugging of the complicated multi-dimensional variants. This system was
tested by parallelizing SESAME in neutrino species and energy groups and profiling the
results. Near linear speed-ups were been achieved.
Using VULCAN/2D, UA SNSC scientists explored a variety of supernova models
with and without magnetic fields and rotation. A new supernova mechanism based upon
acoustic energy transport was discovered. The standing accretion shock instability leads
to a situation where accretion occurs on one side of the neutron star and pounds it like a
hammer. The neutron star rings like a bell sending sound wave out into the surrounding
medium where they steepen into shocks. Robust explosions are obtained for all models
studied to date. When rotation and magnetic fields were included in a rapidly rotating
model, jet formation was observed, also accompanied by a supernova. The realization is
growing that the supernova “mechanism” may actually be a collection of mechanisms which
have variable efficiency for progenitors of different masses. For the lightest supernovae, 10
- 12 solar masses, neutrinos alone may suffice, but for heavier stars some combination of
acoustic and MHD transport is likely to be essential.
In addition, Burrows and colleagues incorporated a gravitational wave signature
extraction routine into VULCAN/2D and calculated the signatures with realistic equations
of state and initial models. They also did simulations with VULCAN/2D of various
hydrodynamic instabilities during the infall phase of supernova dynamics, as well as the
post-bounce phase. Unique to this study was the inclusion of the effects of core motion
when a full gravity solver (recently updated in VULCAN) was used.
All of these studies are continuing under the SciDAC 2 grant.
3.3. Research at LANL
LANL was the other SNSC site specializing in core collapse physics and neutrino-
powered supernovae. They adopted a different approach to 2D- and 3D-supernova
hydrodynamics that emphasized the smooth particle hydrodynamics approach pioneered
by Marc Herant, Chris Fryer, and their colleagues. They also studied radiation transport -
Monte Carlo and multi-group - and gravitational radiation from asymmetric explosions and
are currently explored the use of the (unclassified) RAGE code developed at LANL as a
supernova platform.
RAGE is an AMR code developed within the X-2 Division at LANL. It is an unclassified
code that uses 1, 2, or 3D adaptive mesh refinement on an Eulerian grid. Radiation
transport is included in the grey diffusion approximation. Analytic equation of state and
opacity modules can be used. Energy sources can be specified and the code is parallel
optimized. Gravity was implemented in the code (using a tree scheme) and the result was
optimized to run on parallel machines. Fryer and his colleagues also added a number of
equations of state to the code, including the Swesty-Lattimer version. This code was used
to study mixing in supernovae. Here, RAGE has a big advantage in that it has several
subgrid turbulence algorithms that have been tested against experiment.
Asymmetric explosions were simulated in a 3D code by using pistons whose velocity
varied with angle (twice as fast at the pole than in the equator). Calculations were run
as long as one year to study mixing and the effect on gamma-ray transport, the latter
calculated using a 3D implicit Monte-Carlo code. Fryer and Hungerford found that, for
explosions of the same energy, asymmetric explosions mix more and have emit brighter
gamma-ray line fluxes earlier. It looks likely that a factor of 2 asymmetry will be enough
to explain observations of SN 1987A where the gamma-ray lines appeared earlier and were
broader than expected. Enhanced emission is found even along the weaker explosion axis
because the photons emitted in the material along the strong explosion axis can easily
escape both out along the pole and also along trajectories perpendicular to their motion.
LANL followed up on these 3D explosion simulations by mapping 2D collapse simulations
of rotating stars (hence an asymmetric explosion) 1.5 s after bounce into the 3D explosion
code. These simulations were then run to late times with a small nuclear burning network
to get reasonably accurate energetics.
LANL SNSC scientists also modeled the first 3-dimensional asymmetric collapse
simulations caused by mixing and oscillations in the progenitor star. They found that in
order to get neutron star kicks the initial perturbation must be much larger than those
predicted in the 2D simulations of Burrows and Hayes. Even with these large perturbations,
the resultant explosion was much more symmetric than had been believed in 2D simulations.
However, large neutrino asymmetries (>1%) produced sizable kicks and strong gravitational
wave signals.
With Milne, Hungerford and Fryer compared the results from gamma-ray line transport
codes currently being used by the astrophysics community and their detailed Monte-Carlo
results. The comparison revealed major errors in some of these codes. In particular the
errors found in the two principal codes used by the community to calculate supernova light
curves call into question the accuracy of many published papers.
3.4. Research at LLNL
LLNL was the lead SNSC institution for assembling, calculating, and maintaining the
nuclear data library needed for studies of supernovae and nucleosynthesis. Research at
LLNL focused heavily upon: 1) standardized reaction rate libraries for nuclear astrophysics;
2) nucleosynthesis associated with gamma ray bursts; and 3) nucleosynthesis in the
neutrino-powered wind.
Rob Hoffman compiled an up-to-date tabulation of experimental and theoretical
data and Pruet and Fuller extended calculations of weak interaction rates to heavy nuclei
(A<∼110). These weak rates were needed for simulations of late-time presupernova stellar
evolution as well as for simulations of x-ray bursts.
With the discovery of supernovae accompanying gamma-ray bursts, people became
interested in determining what nucleosynthesis might characterize these unusual events. A
number of observations suggested that GRB events produced radioactive 56Ni in substantial
amounts. Pruet, Woosley, and Hoffman showed that these observations have important
implications for conditions in the central engine as well as for the synthesis of the r-process
elements. This happens because there is an intimate connection between the composition
(neutron to proton ratio) and properties (mass accretion rate and viscosity) of the black
hole accretion disk widely thought to power the GRB. A neutron to proton ratio smaller
than unity, needed for efficient synthesis of 56Ni, can only occur in accretion disks that are
accreting at a rate less than about 1/10 of a solar mass per second. Alternatively, if just one
percent of the matter ejected from the disk is ejected while the accretion rate is larger than
2/10 of a solar mass per second, then this could account for the observed r-process elements.
As well as constituting a force to be reckoned with in terms of galactic chemical evolution,
GRBs should also generically produce substantial local overabundances of deuterium.
In addition to investigating the nucleosynthetic signature of the GRB environment, the
LLNL group also studied what the photons and neutrinos from GRBs can tell us. Because
neutrons are uncharged and essentially only couple to the high entropy GRB fireball via
strong interactions, their dynamics can differ dramatically from the dynamics of the rest of
the fireball. Pruet and Dalal calculated implications of these dynamics for observed GRB
light curves and identified a subset of bursts that show evidence for a neutron rich outflow.
There may also be a neutrino signature of the composition and origin of GRBs. Pruet
showed that if “failed supernovae” (collapsars) are responsible for observed GRBs, then
inelastic neutron-nucleon collisions will produce a multi-GeV neutrino burst that precedes
the main GRB photon emission by about 10 seconds. These neutrinos may be detectable
in next generation neutrino telescopes and their observation would solidify the connection
between SNe and GRBs.
In 2005 and 2006, SNSC scientists at LLNL and UCSC explored what happens in
neutrino-powered wind of a young neutron star. One of the outstanding unsolved riddles
of nuclear astrophysics is the origin of the so-called p-process nuclei from A=92 to 126.
Both the lighter and heavier p-process nuclei are adequately produced in the neon and
oxygen shells of ordinary Type II supernovae, but the origin of these intermediate isotopes,
especially 92,94Mo and 96,98Ru, has long been mysterious. Pruet et al. considered such
early times that the neutrino-powered wind still contained a proton excess (because the
rates for electron neutrinos and positron captures on neutrons are faster than those for the
inverse captures on protons). They also included the possibility that-in addition to the
protons, α-particles, and heavy seed - a small flux of neutrons is maintained by the reaction
neutrinos capturing on free protons. This flux of neutrons is critical in bridging the long
waiting points along the path of the rp-process by (n,p) reactions. Using the unmodified
ejecta histories from a recent two-dimensional supernova model by Janka and coworkers,
they found synthesis of p-rich nuclei up to 102Pd, although the calculations still did show
efficient production of 92Mo. If the entropy of these ejecta is increased by a factor of 2,
the synthesis extends to 120Te. Still larger increases in entropy, which might reflect the
role of magnetic fields or vibrational energy input neglected in the hydrodynamical model,
result in the production of nuclei up to A 170. Elements synthesized in these more extreme
outflows included numerous s- and p-process nuclei, and even some r-process nuclei can be
synthesized in these proton-rich conditions.
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